Supply list for Second Grade

- Backpack or book bag - (no wheels, please)
- Scissors - Fiskars preferred, child’s size
- 5 - folders with 3-hole punch and two pockets - (1) each of **solid** red, blue, green, yellow & purple
  (Please solid colors only - not cute pictures)
- Colored Pencils

- **Markers** (Crayola brand preferred) basic colors - (8 fat ones, not thin)
- 2 - white plastic erasers - (suggested brands are Mars, Laserline, Fractis or Pentel Hi-polymer)
- Supply box - **no bigger** than (5”x8”x2”) the large ones do not fit inside the desks.
- 1 - inexpensive headphone set (To be used only by your child.) - **Optional**
- 1 - box of tissue
- 2 - spiral notebook - wide ruled (70 pg)
- 1 - ream of 20 lb. white copy paper
- 5 - glue sticks

• $1.00 for Organizational Skills folder may use last year’s folder

**Boys bring:**

Large bag of napkins

**Girls bring:**

1 large bottle of hand sanitizer